Connecting you to the
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About us

ID4ME WAS BORN
FROM A MIX OF
PASSION,
INNOVATION, AND
THE EVOLUTION
OF DATA
DANNY GEORGAKILAS, FOUNDER & CEO
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Us In A Snapshot
About us

We specialize in data collection and
identifying new ways of using data to
create simple solutions that guarantee
(ROI) increases in the Collections,
Banking/Finance, Real Estate & DigitalMarketing segments.
We have one of the largest reaches
across Australia, New Zealand and the
United States.
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Us In A Snapshot
About us

We're a small team made up of 85+ years
experience in data aggregation and data
software services. Led by founder and CEO
Danny Georgakilas, one of Australia’s foremost
experts in the collection of data, who
successfully built several platforms acquired and
still used by large enterprises today.
Being pioneers in the industry, we're
committed to innovation and meeting the
evolving needs of our customers by constantly
updating and improving our technology to be
fast and efficient.
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Us By Numbers
About us
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Our Data
Our data universe

Known for our excellent data coverage,
our data points are extensive and
accurate.
We link business with consumer data, as
well as unique data attributes like
civil/criminal court records, socioeconomic data, and property data to
provide you with a true 360 view of a
person.
We deliver this data through state-of- theart technology that customers have access
to 24/7 with no interruptions.
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A Single Customer View
Our data universe

We implement a single customer view built on
a ETL (extract, transform, load) process that has
been developed over the last 15 years in
respect of core data integrity, data
standardization, data repair, and matching
across time and space.
We bring all this together and deliver it through
platforms designed for ease of use and selfsufficiency, to suit the needs of customers
we've worked with for 35 years.
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Data Breakdown
Our data universe

14,852,281

9,615,819

Total people

Total mobile

7,705,515

6,400,846

Total households

Total landline

7,705,515

9,924,943

Total emails

Total DOB's
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Data Breakdown - AUS
Our data universe
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Data Breakdown - NZ
Our data universe
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Data Breakdown - US
Our data universe
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Data Integrity
Our processes

Quality
Our backend database management processes facilitate a high
level of data accuracy in respect of Data Quality and Connect
ability.

Integrity
We utilize address and name standardization rule sets built from
Australia Post Postal Address File, PSMA G-Naf, International
Names Derivative Database (direct and nicknames), and matching
logic that includes such elements as a fuzzy matching algorithm
built on edit distance and phonetic technology, building a single
customer view.
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Data Integrity
Our processes

Connect-ability
Our communication channels (landline, mobile, persona at
address, and email are confirmed to connect-ability / deliverability
channel providers for confirmation according to a strict schedule
from which we generate a confidence score of connection
capability.

Accuracy
It should be noted that our data Accuracy program is also driven
by our acknowledgment of Id4Mes compliance requirements
under the Australian Privacy Act 1988 to maintain accurate and
current data in respect of all PII data held regarding a Consumer.
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Sourcing Data
Our processes
We collect our data from the following sources:
Directory Services
Lead Generation Datasets
Call centre log records updated daily
Property Datasets
Social media API connectors
ABR / ABN Datasets
Historical Consumer location Datasets
Transaction Data
Socio Demographic Data
Courts API
Electoral Roll pre-2004
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Types of Data
Our processes

We provide the following types of data:
Name
Address
Landline
Mobile
Email
ABN / ABR
Property Data
Transaction data
Socio Demographic Data
Civil court records
Criminal Court Records
Social media links
Employment Records
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Also note: Every address includes
historical residential information and
other occupants at the address
information linking residents of that
address

Linking data

Our processes

We link our data to the following:
Email
Address
Sale of property
Rent of property
Agents selling property
Business details via ABR
Facebook
LinkedIn
Instagram
Twitter
YouTube
Web Searchers (mentions)
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Our products and services

OUR SYSTEMS
ARE BUILT TO
EVOLVE WITH THE
NEEDS OF OUR
CUSTOMERS
DANNY
GEORGAKILAS,
FOUNDER & CEO
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Simple Solutions
Our products and services

Search
Wash & Append
Marketing
Verify
www.id4me.me

A web-based user search interface that uses one single search bar to
deliver fast and accurate results. Reverse search names, numbers,
addresses, emails, ABN.
Our one-of-a-kind data washing portal is fully automated and selfserviced. Capable of matching millions of customer files within a few
seconds, the system will match detailed results followed by a summary
and download link.
A web-based user interface to conduct functional lists for marketing
purposes. Create customized lists based on demographic and
geographic information. All records are opted-in and marketable
directly to consumers.
End-to-end digital identity verification. API’s: for IDV, eKYC solution.
AML & CTF compliant. iD4me is currently a trusted source for eKYC
checks and provides this service in bulk format.

Search
Our products and services

Product
Service: Id4Me provides a web-based user search interface
- https://id4me.me The interface allows whitelisted IP
addresses to perform real-time searching of people across
Australia, New Zealand, and The United States of America.
Technology: The platform is built on technology ensuring
speed, reliability, and agility. The data within the system is
being updated weekly and is reflected immediately to the
users.
Delivery: This is a licensed product and can be packaged
as an enterprise login system allowing all required an easy
login. The system can be white-labeled if required and be
used as an inhouse resource.
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Search
Our products and services

Features
Speed: The iD4me system is 3-10x faster than any other
competitor in the market. This directly impacts the ROI per
user as they save time searching for people and land results
with efficiency and speed.
Reliability: Our technology is one of the most reliable
systems in the market. We provide reliable results, and our
customers will be able to make full use of the system at all
hours of the day with no technical difficulties.
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Single Search Bar: This is where ID4me is in a class of its
own, the system allows for flawless searches on one google
inspired search bar. The users can search for anything and
everything on one bar and the system will recognise and
provide results accordingly. Results will narrow down as the
user inputs more information until an exact result is found.

Search
Our products and services

Data
Quality AND Quantity: With over 80 years of combined
experience in data we provide a breadth and depth of
knowledge that separates us from other data suppliers. Our
combined data sets of AU, NZ, and USA have the biggest
reach and are vigorously tested to ensure our quality. Our
coverage of data points like date of birth, mobile numbers,
and emails (historic and current) ensures that our clients
easily find whom they’re looking for.
Unique data: Our unique data attributes like civil/criminal
court records (going back 15 years), socio-economic data and
property data provide our customers with unique insights
that can be utilised to inform strategies and coversations.
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Search - Collections
Industry

Use Cases
Find missing debtors: Our high match rate and
accurate data will allow you to find lost and missing
debtors with speed and efficiency.
Inform strategy: Use our unique data points to inform
your strategy. For example, you can find out who else is
living at the property and their contact details.
Close outstanding accounts: Close outstanding accounts
by using our up-to-date and highly accurate data.
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Improve DSO: With our constant updates and new data
added, we're always giving you more relevant information to
use.

Search - Real Estate
Industry

Use Cases
Increase your contact rate: Accurate, up-to-date contact
information allows you to contact prospects at a high match
rate.
An informed approach: Stay ahead of competitors in
your area by getting insights that can inform your tone and
approach when calling prospects, allowing you to have
warmer conversations and build rapport much easier.
Ownership data: Access up-to-date information on
the prospect's current and previous property, rent,
income, property history, family members and more.
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Appraise more properties: Appraise more properties
in your area by using our data to connect with
prospects.

Search - Investigation
Industry

Use Cases
Find unique information: Our extensive data coverage
separates us from other data vendors as we have unique data
points like court records and property details.
Access historic records: Our data coverage goes back 25
years. Get insights on current and previous addresses as well
as family members and associated people to track someone's
movements.
Use Location information: Link a person with their
address and previous addresses to get insights on property
data and history. Data includes landlords and other people
linked with the property.
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Wash & Append
Our products and services

Product
Service: Our one-of-a-kind data washing portal is fully
automated and self-serviced. The system is capable of
matching millions of customer files within a few seconds. The
system will then send the user a summary email showing
detailed matching results and a link to download the data
directly
Technology: The platform is built on technology ensuring
speed, reliability, and agility. The data within the system is
being updated weekly and is reflected immediately to the
users.
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Delivery: API integration, SFTP automation, CSV format
excel spreadsheet

Wash & Append
Our products and services

Features
Automation: The entire process takes a few minutes and
works effortlessly. This has changed the way how our
customers work and helped reduce labour costs by removing
manual intervention.
Family Member Matching: Unique to iD4me we can
provide details on family members when the data is being
washed.
This is done by matching the last name at the same address
and helps our customers to find further details on the
debtor.
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DNCR: We DNCR over 7 million mobile numbers every 30
days and display them on the online system. This helps our
clients to ensure the data is correct and any changes could
be tracked.

Wash & Append Collections Use Cases
Industry

•Debtor list: Append your debtor's details with up-todate phone numbers, email, address, and property
information.
•Link B2B and Consumer data: Match consumers with
associated business information including ABN/ACN, phone
number, email, and address.
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Wash & Append –
Consumer
Industry

Use Cases

Consumer Marketing: Append your consumer list details
with up-to-date phone numbers, email, addresses, property
information, and court records.
Linked B2B and Consumer data: Match consumers with
associated business information including ABN/ACN, phone
number, email, address.
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Wash & Append –
Business
Industry

Use Cases

Consumer Marketing: Append your consumer list details
with up-to-date phone numbers, email, addresses, property
information, and court records.
Linked B2B and Consumer data: Match consumers with
associated business information including ABN/ACN, phone
number, email, address.
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Marketing
Our products and services

Product
Service: A web-based user interface designed to
build custom lists from our consumer marketing
database.
Technology: The platform is built on technology ensuring
speed, reliability, and agility. The data within the system is
being updated weekly and is reflected immediately to the
users.
Delivery: This is a subscription-based product, with tiered
options that give you certain amounts of records and
different benefits with each level of membership. Available
through dataclub.com.au.
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Marketing
Our products and services

Features
Self-service: Our one-of-a-kind consumer marketing portal
is fully self-serviced, allowing you to build customized lists
according to your target market. Select age, gender, marital
status, income, and rental status.
Filters: With over 20 filters, you can choose what
information you want including opted-in emails, phone
numbers, and addresses.
Locate your consumer: With features such as state, city,
region, and postcode range, you can locate exactly where you
want your consumers.
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Marketing - SME
Industry

Use Cases
Build custom lists: download consumer data suitable to
your target audience or market segment you're interested in.
Email marketing: Use the data to create EDMs
and campaigns for your marketing strategy.
Grow your consumer lists: Grow your own lists of
consumers, potential customers, and databases with up-todate and accurate information, including opted-in emails and
phone numbers
SMS marketing: Use opted-in phone numbers for your
SMS marketing campaign.
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Verify
Our products and services

Identity Verification
Coming soon.
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Our Clients

THE RETURN ON
INVESTMENT FOR US
IS HUGE. IT'S ONE OF
THOSE TOOLS WE
CAN'T LIVE WITHOUT
CHRISTIAN GRAVIAS
DIRECTOR, COLLINGS REAL ESTATE
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Our Current Clients
Our Clients
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Testimonials
Our Clients - Real Estate

"iD4me keeps us ahead of our competitors and gives us key insights into our prospects'
income, residential status, and residential history. The return on investment for us is huge. It's
one of those tools we can't live without. We’re able to contact prospects and list properties
because iD4me gives us access to people's information that we can’t find elsewhere"
Christian Gravias
Director, Collings Real Estate
"We are now able to contact prospects that we never had access to before, it allows us to
appraise more properties in our area and increase our contact rate! We also are able to
contact old customers we had lost contact with. We love this tool!"
Spiros Vamvalis
Business Development Manager, Collings Real Estate
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Testimonials
Our Clients - Collections

"We have been able to locate more missing debtors and recover more money with your amazing
skip trace tool. Not only are we getting more hits, but the accuracy rate is what really makes the
difference for us. Matching lost debtors with accurate contact details enables us to work with
speed and efficiency. The data coverage is second to none allowing us key insights to inform our
strategy. iD4me has become our go-to tool for all our tracing needs. Thanks" guys.
Neil Fredman
Director, ICM Partners
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Testimonials
Our Clients - Collections

"It was a no-brainer for us to be partnered with Danny and iD4me from day one. We have used Danny's
other products in the past and they’ve always provided exceptional service and solutions, we often find
they’re a step ahead of any other product. This helps us maintain our excellent reputation in the debt
collection industry. There's an obvious return on investment for us but beyond that, it also elevates our
staff's experience. They find the system easy to use with the main benefit being the speed. We’ve never
had a system produce results so fast."
Jim Tambakis
Managing Director, Waterman Receivables Management
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Testimonials
Our Clients - Skip Tracing

"We have been using ID4me for Skip Tracing and have found it provides a great amount of
information which helps our agents immensely. The data provided is very useful and in turn, we get
our results quicker. We have found the ID4me team very helpful and prompt with their service.
Congratulations to the team at ID4me for a job well done"

"I have been using Id4me for leads for some time and have never had better results. Our organization
was acquiring leads from many organizations but once we found Id4me we knew we had the right
team to assist us. Professional, speedy, accurate, and effective. We couldn’t ask for anything more.
David Chadwick
AOK Leads
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Testimonials
Our Clients - Investigation
"iD4me is far superior to any search tool available to our industry at the moment. We use this
before any other pay-to-view platforms. The information within is more accurate and up-to-date
compared to many we currently subscribe to."
Private Investigator
"Your new platform rocks, it's way better than any of the current ones I'm currently using. I haven't
used the other resources all week. The data is more up-to-date. It didn't take me long to get
accustomed to it. I love it."
Private Investigator
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Testimonials
Our Clients - Marketing

"In 30 years of sourcing Residential data, it's essential to know you can rely on the quality of the
core information, whilst the ability to select online and have that data outputted very quickly,
makes this choice the best by far."
Laird Marshall
Chief Executive Officer, Accountable List Brokers Pty Ltd
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Thank you

We look forward to partnering with you.
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